
RESOURCE IDEA- COVID 19 - international 

ACTIVITY NAME:      International Cook book                       

YOUR NAME, Branch, Email      David Kindness, QLD, ba.international@scoutsqld.com.au 

OTHER REFERENCES                      

SECTION JS CS Scouts VS Rovers Any 

DETAILS: 

Each member of the unit chooses a different scouting country to create a dish from (try and 
spread it out to as many different continents as possible). If a scout has family from another 
country, they may want to choose this country to share their own cultural background.  

Each member should create a recipe page for that country, but should also include how to say 
Hello, Goodbye, and Thank you in that language.  

In the end the unit should be able to create their own international cookbook. 

 

  

 

Example:  
 

Danish Æbleskiver 

Hello – Hej (said hi)  
Goodbye – Hej Hej/ Farvel  
Thank you – Tak  

Ingredients 

Metric - US Customary 
 250 g all-purpose flour 

 1/4 tsp salt 

 1/2 tsp Natron (baking soda) 

 1 tbsp vanilla sugar 

 4 dl buttermilk 

 100 g butter, melted 

 3 eggs 

 1 tbsp sugar 

 

 

https://nordicfoodliving.com/original-recipe-danish-aebleskiver-pancake-balls/
https://nordicfoodliving.com/original-recipe-danish-aebleskiver-pancake-balls/


Instructions 

The Aebleskive Batter 

1. Separate the egg whites and yolks in separate bowls.  

2. Whisk the sugar and egg whites fluffy and stiff. The bowl must be completely clean 
and dry. A tiny bit of water will make the eggs whites impossible to whisk stiff. Set aside.  

3. Mix the egg yolks, all-purpose flour, natron (baking soda), salt and vanilla sugar 
together in a separate bowl. 

4. Use a hand mixer to mix the ingredients while gradually adding the buttermilk. Keep 
mixing until the batter is uniform. 

5. Melt the butter and let it cool off a bit. Slowly add the cooled butter to the 
buttermilk mixture while whisking. 

6. Use a wooden spoon or similar to slowly mix the stiff eggs whites in the batter.  

The Cooking of Aebleskiver 

1. You need a special Aebleskive pan for frying. You can get one online or maybe at 
your local kitchen store. 

2. Heat up the Aebleskive pan at medium heat and add a small piece of butter in each 
hole. Fill the holes 3/4 with the Aebleskive batter. 

3. When the batter starts to get firm and you can turn them over without cracking, then 
turn the Aebleskiver 90 degrees (using a wooden stick or similar) and let the batter flow into 
the pan. 

4. At this point there is a hole in the side of the Aebleskive. Pour a little extra batter 
into the hole and turn the Aebleskive another 90 degrees so that the hole gets closed. 

5. When the Aebleskiver have a solid surface turn them regularly so they get an even 
and light-brown crust. 

Notes 

In step 4 (in cooking of Æbleskiver), try adding different fillings inside the Aebleskiver. I can 
recommend filling with chocolate chips, strawberry jam or small apple pieces. Serve these 
Danish aebleskiver together with some jam and icing sugar  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



RESOURCE IDEA- COVID 19 - international 

ACTIVITY NAME:      Duo lingo challenge   

YOUR NAME, Branch, Email      David Kindness, QLD, ba.international@scoutsqld.com.au 

OTHER REFERENCES                      

SECTION JS CS Scouts VS Rovers Any 

DETAILS: (this could also work for scouts where possible)  

As a group the unit should decide on a single language (or maybe multiple) that the unit will 
choose on duo lingo. Each member should create an account, and all join a competition group 
using the app. The unit can then use the app as a competition to see who has earnt the most 
points each day/week/month. The unit could set a time limit goal for the competition for the 
group or can be an ongoing competition.  

 

 
 

RESOURCE IDEA- COVID 19 - international 

ACTIVITY NAME:      New international scouting online logo  

YOUR NAME, Branch, Email      David Kindness, QLD, ba.international@scoutsqld.com.au 

OTHER REFERENCES                      

SECTION JS CS Scouts VS Rovers Any 

DETAILS:  

Although we have a WOSM logo, as a unit, or individually a new international scouting logo could 
be created that symbolises WOSMO (World Organisation of the Scout Movement Online).   

The unit could use the original WOSM logo and change it to a new online idea or create a 
completely original idea to share with the world.  

 

 
 
 
 
 

RESOURCE IDEA- COVID 19 - international 

ACTIVITY NAME:      International Tik Tok Challenge   

YOUR NAME, Branch, Email      David Kindness, QLD, ba.international@scoutsqld.com.au 

OTHER REFERENCES                      

SECTION JS CS Scouts VS Rovers Any 

DETAILS:  

This should be done with permission from the parents of all youth members involved.  

The unit can create a tik tok account and perform a common dance that may be unique to their 
area/country (e.g. the Nutbush). The group can upload this either to the tik tok platform or send it 
to one of the many scouts social media pages as a challenge to other groups around the world. 
(sending it on social media should be facilitated by the leader and may just be creating a contact 
with a specific group who is interested in the challenge and sharing it with them rather than the 
whole social media page).  



 

RESOURCE IDEA- COVID 19 - international 

ACTIVITY NAME:      GeoGuessr  - individual  

YOUR NAME, Branch, Email      David Kindness, QLD, ba.international@scoutsqld.com.au 

OTHER REFERENCES                      

SECTION JS CS Scouts VS Rovers Any 

DETAILS:  

Geoguessr link - https://www.geoguessr.com/  

Geoguessr drops you somewhere in the world, i.e. in a major city, near a famous place on google 
maps street view. You then need to locate where you are on the map by looking and moving 
around.  Once you know where you are you choose on google maps where you believe you are. 

This can be used as a personal challenge to explore places around the world and test your 
international knowledge and how to orientate yourself in a major city or near a landmark in the 
world.  

 
 

RESOURCE IDEA- COVID 19 - international 

ACTIVITY NAME:      GeoGuessr  - group 

YOUR NAME, Branch, Email      David Kindness, QLD, ba.international@scoutsqld.com.au 

OTHER REFERENCES                      

SECTION JS CS Scouts VS Rovers Any 

DETAILS:  

Geoguessr link - https://www.geoguessr.com/  

Geoguessr drops you somewhere in the world, i.e. in a major city, near a famous place on google 
maps street view. You then need to locate where you are on the map by looking and moving 
around.  Once you know where you are you choose on google maps where you believe you are. 

As a unit you can play on individual accounts playing the daily random map and see who can find 
the location fastest/most accurately.  

Alternatively you can create a paid account ($2.99 a month on a monthly plan, you get 10 days 
free to try it if you want to give it a go beforehand). If one person has an account, you can share 
the competition with others so each unit or even the scout group can have 1 paid account and 
just send a link to those who want to play.  

The unit can then have a competition and see who can find the locations the fastest/most 
accurately.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.geoguessr.com/
https://www.geoguessr.com/


 

RESOURCE IDEA- COVID 19 - international 

ACTIVITY NAME:      Google maps city tour 

YOUR NAME, Branch, Email      David Kindness, QLD, ba.international@scoutsqld.com.au 

OTHER REFERENCES                      

SECTION JS CS Scouts VS Rovers Any 

DETAILS:  

As an individual, patrol or unit choose somewhere in the world (like a capital city in another 
country, or another state). Once chosen plan a day trip in the city that for example includes;  
 
- major attractions  
-  a place to eat (have a meal break and pretend you are ordering from the menu in the real 
restaurant)  
- a scout hall if you can find it  

Make an itinerary and using google maps street view create a tour of the city, either through one 
person sharing a screen and ‘leading’ the tour or with everyone following along on their own 
screens.  

Be creative at places you ‘visit’ and have someone find information, facts or maybe photos from it 
that they could share as if you are visiting for real!  

You could also do this as a patrol and show the patrol around your suburb if you live in different 
suburbs and see who the best tour guide is.  

Photoshop some bitmojis at screenshots of major sites for a bit of fun.  

 
 

RESOURCE IDEA- COVID 19 - international 

ACTIVITY NAME:      BSA 30 day challenge  

YOUR NAME, Branch, Email      David Kindness, QLD, ba.international@scoutsqld.com.au 

OTHER REFERENCES                      

SECTION JS CS Scouts VS Rovers Any 

DETAILS:  

 Join in with Scouts in the USA and compete in their 30-day scouting at home challenge!  

Either google BSA Venturing 30-day challenge or follow the link  

https://www.scouting.org/scouting-at-home/scouting-at-home-venturing/30-day-venturing-
challenge-lets-do-this/  

There is also a 30-day BSA challenge YouTube channel which gives instructions and examples for 
each challenge for the day (this is also linked on the website).  

Complete these challenges individually, as a patrol or as a unit!  

 

https://www.scouting.org/scouting-at-home/scouting-at-home-venturing/30-day-venturing-challenge-lets-do-this/
https://www.scouting.org/scouting-at-home/scouting-at-home-venturing/30-day-venturing-challenge-lets-do-this/

